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ABSTRACT
We present a general methodology to automate the search for equi-
librium strategies in games derived from computational experimen-
tation. Our approach interleaves empirical game-theoretic anal-
ysis with reinforcement learning. We apply this methodology to
the classic Continuous Double Auction game, conducting the most
comprehensive CDA strategic study published to date. Empirical
game analysis confirms prior findings about the relative perfor-
mance of known strategies. Reinforcement learning derives new
bidding strategies from the empirical equilibrium environment. It-
erative application of this approach yields strategies stronger than
any other published CDA bidding policy, culminating in a new
Nash equilibrium supported exclusively by our learned strategies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning; I.2.11 [Artificial Intel-
ligence]: Multiagent systems; J.4 [Social and Behavioral Sci-
ences]: Economics

General Terms
Economics, Experimentation

Keywords
Continuous double auction, empirical game-theoretic analysis, trad-
ing agents

1. INTRODUCTION
The continuous double auction (CDA) [6] is a dynamic market

environment, where bidders repeatedly exchange offers to buy and
sell units of a good, in order to maximize trade surplus. Bidding
in CDAs is a challenging strategic problem, addressed by much
prior agent-based research. The popularity of CDAs as a research
domain can be attributed in large part to real-world salience: tril-
lions of dollars’ worth of financial securities and commodities con-
tracts are traded through versions of CDAs annually. Researchers
are also drawn to the challenge of strategic reasoning in a dynamic
and uncertain environment. The complexity of this domain (huge
strategy space, many agents, severely incomplete and incremen-
tally revealed information) has generally precluded analytic solu-
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tion. Hence, agent-based simulation experiments have provided the
primary source of evidence for comparing strategy ideas to date.

A particular difficulty in experimental analysis of strategic do-
mains is that the efficacy of an agent’s strategy can be highly de-
pendent on strategy choices of other agents. Previous CDA studies
have dealt with this issue in a variety of ways, including fixed dis-
tributions of strategies (e.g., uniform), factorial designs, and round-
robin tournaments. In the absence of dominant strategies, such
treatments offer useful evidence but strain to support definitive con-
clusions. Comparisons based on evolutionary stability analysis [1,
4, 17, 30] provide additional confidence due to the pressures ex-
erted on the agent population by the selection dynamic.

In the empirical game-theoretic analysis (EGTA) approach, sim-
ulation experiments provide a statistical basis for estimating an
approximate game, and standard game-theoretic concepts are em-
ployed to evaluate strategy profiles. EGTA methods accumulate
knowledge about strategy performance across the range of other-
agent contexts through directed Monte Carlo sampling. By sys-
tematically adding strategy candidates to the mix, we can produce a
comprehensive model of a broad strategy space, amenable to game-
theoretic analysis. Previous applications of EGTA to market en-
vironments yielded insights about strategies developed for trading
agent competitions and simultaneous auctions [11, 35].

In the work reported here, we undertook a systematic EGTA
analysis of the explored CDA strategy space, and extended the
methodology to automatically generate new strategy candidates us-
ing reinforcement learning (RL). Our analysis of prior strategies
constitutes the most comprehensive CDA experiment to date, and
confirms the superiority of GD and extended GD strategies (see
Section 3.4) compared to previous proposals. By interleaving EGTA
with RL, we further show how to improve over previously identi-
fied strategies, by deriving new bidding policies that outperform
all of these in equilibrium. Iterating this approach, we converge
on a new mixed strategy that may now be considered the “reign-
ing champion” for this instance of the CDA domain. Although
these RL-derived strategies are somewhat opaque, regression anal-
ysis sheds some light on the features that distinguish their behavior.

As important as the new strategies themselves is the general
method for deriving them for a particular CDA environment. The
interleaved EGTA/RL approach provides a framework for generat-
ing improved strategies for other CDA configurations, as well as a
wide range of other challenging strategic domains.

2. CONTINUOUS DOUBLE AUCTION
The CDA is one of the most ubiquitous auction types, underpin-

ning most financial and commodity exchanges. Double means that
both buyers and sellers bid, and continuous means that bid matches
are cleared as soon as they occur. Upon receiving a new sell (buy)
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bid, the auction checks whether it matches the best outstanding buy
(sell) bid. If so, the respective bidders trade at a price usually de-
termined by the earlier bid, and a new price quote is issued. The
typical price quote consists of a BID-ASK pair, where BID is the
highest outstanding purchase price (the price at which one could
sell at least one unit), and ASK is the lowest outstanding sell price.

Standard CDAs allow bidding for multiple units of a good, and
these units are commonly treated as divisible quantities. As a re-
sult, bids effectively express willingness to trade any fraction of
the specified quantity, at the given price. Unmatched or partially
matched bids are listed in the order book, and typically remain out-
standing until they are matched, replaced, withdrawn, or canceled
when the auction closes. Variations of this general scheme are plen-
tiful, with different bidding, clearing, and quoting rules.

3. EXISTING STRATEGIES
Double auctions have been the subject of extensive experimental

investigation. The first effort to compare a range of automated bid-
ding strategies was the 1990 Santa Fe Double Auction Tournament
(SFDAT) [6]. Here we provide brief descriptions of the major CDA
strategies proposed in the literature to date, with references to the
original publications for further details.

3.1 Kaplan
The winner of SFDAT was a sniping strategy submitted by Todd

Kaplan [22]. The basic idea of Kaplan is to keep quiet for most
of the auction, then attempt to “steal the deal” in the last opportu-
nity if it is expected to produce some gain. By remaining inactive
while other bidders conduct price discovery, the agent avoids re-
vealing any private information. Despite its surprising success at
SFDAT, subsequent studies found strong incentives to deviate to
other strategies from an all-Kaplan population [33, 28]. Our imple-
mentation of Kaplan follows that of Tesauro and Das [28].

3.2 Zero Intelligence
Zero intelligence (ZI) agents were proposed by Gode and Sun-

der [9], primarily as an attempt to demonstrate that convergence
to equilibrium prices was due to the structure of the CDA and in-
dependent of the traders’ motivation, intelligence, or learning. ZI
agents simply generate bids at random prices drawn from a uni-
form distribution. Despite the simplicity of the strategy, Gode and
Sunder showed that a market consisting of ZI traders achieved high
allocation efficiency and quickly converged to equilibrium prices.

We employ a flavor of the strategy called ZI-c (ZI with con-
straint), restricting the range of prices to those that would not gen-
erate a loss. We also consider a variant that we call ZIbtq, which
further constrains prices to those that would beat the current price
quote.

3.3 Zero Intelligence Plus
Observing that markets slightly more complex than the model

of Gode and Sunder resulted in inefficient outcomes for ZI agents,
Cliff [3] proposed zero intelligence “plus” (ZIP) agents to remedy
the problem. The ZIP strategy uses an elementary form of machine
learning, adjusting profit margins based on market conditions. Sell-
ers raise their expected margins when trade prices are above the
seller’s current offer, and decrease them if trade or ASK prices are
below it. Buyers employ an analogous criterion.

Since the original paper, ZIP has been widely tested and in some
cases improved. One such improvement was proposed by Tesauro
and Das [28], who used an array of profit margins (one per traded
unit) instead of a single value. Another modification was suggested
by Preist [18], who used a simpler update rule. Finally, Cliff [4]

also described “ZIP60”, a parameterized version of the original ZIP
agent that included 60 parameters tuned with a genetic algorithm.
Our implementation of ZIP follows that of Tesauro and Das.

3.4 Gjerstad and Dickhaut
A particularly successful bidding strategy, now generally called

GD, was proposed by Gjerstad and Dickhaut [8]. Based on histori-
cal data from the auction, GD maintains a belief function represent-
ing the probability of a bid being accepted depending on its price.
For a seller, the belief function is given by

Pr(p) =
T S(p)+B(p)

T S(p)+B(p)+US(p)
, (1)

where T S(p) is the total number of transacted sell bids at a price
p or higher, B(p) is the total number of buy bids submitted to the
auction at a price p or higher, and US(p) is the total number of
unmatched sell bids up to p. These values are calculated by taking
into account the history of bids (submitted by all agents) leading to
the last M transactions, and extended to the positive reals using cu-
bic spline interpolation. The agent bids at a price p that maximizes
expected surplus, defined as argmaxp Pr(p)(p−v), given a seller
cost (or buyer value) of v. Buyers utilize a symmetric heuristic.

The original GD was further improved (e.g., MGD by Tesauro
and Das [28]) and tested by several authors, who confirmed GD to
be relatively strong. In particular, Walsh et al. [33] conducted an
empirical game-theoretic analysis including ZIP, GD, and Kaplan
and found that GD would become nearly dominant with only a 5%
improvement. Our implementation mimics MGD, using M = 7.

3.5 GDX
GD attempts to optimize surplus, but in a myopic fashion, con-

sidering only the next immediate trade. To address this limitation,
Tesauro and Bredin [27] proposed an online dynamic programming
(DP) bidding approach for the CDA, dubbed GDX. This strat-
egy represents a state by the agent’s pending trades and remaining
bidding opportunities, and estimates transition probabilities using
Gjerstad and Dickhaut’s belief function. The approach maximizes
discounted cumulative future rewards rather than just immediate
profits. GDX weights rewards using a discount parameter γ , and
the authors note that as γ → 0 GDX reproduces the GD strategy,
whereas with γ → 1 GDX deviates the most from GD.

In order to determine a new bidding price, GDX recalculates its
DP recursion on every bidding iteration. The authors found ex-
perimentally that high values of γ create a strong GDX trader that
clearly outperforms GD in a wide variety of market scenarios. Our
implementation uses γ = 0.9.

3.6 Risk-Based and Adaptive-Aggressiveness
Vytelingum et al. [32] proposed a “risk-based” (RB) strategy

that, much like ZIP (but using a more sophisticated method), grad-
ually adjusts expected margins based on market activity. In em-
pirical studies with homogeneous and balanced populations of two
strategies, the authors found that RB outperformed ZI and ZIP.

The strategy determines a risk factor r to classify agents as: (a) try-
ing to get high profits with a low probability of succeeding (0 < r≤
1); (b) seeking lower profits with a higher probability of trading
(−1 ≤ r < 0); or (c) neutral (r = 0). RB uses an arbitrary func-
tion to calculate a target price τ(p∗,r), where p∗ is a moving av-
erage of historic trade prices. The value of τ is also determined
by θ ∈ [−1,∞), a fixed parameter that specifies the rate of change
in τ with respect to r. Seller agents use a simple learning rule to
increase r (which results in a larger τ) when trade occurs at a price
p≥ τ , and decrease it when trading at p < τ or submitting sell bids
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at p ≤ τ . Buyers utilize a symmetric approach. On each bidding
iteration, the actual bidding price is moved towards τ by a fixed
factor. Our implementation sets θ = 1, which the authors found
performed best in heterogeneous populations.

Further improvement of RB produced a new strategy called “adap-
tive aggressiveness” (AA) [31]. AA uses a learning rule to adapt θ
to market conditions, increasing (decreasing) the rate of change of
τ given higher (lower) price volatility. The authors evaluated this
strategy experimentally, and found that it outperformed ZIP and
GDX in both static and dynamic environments.

3.7 Other Strategies and Related Work
The Penn-Lehman Automated Trading (PLAT) Project [12] em-

ploys a market simulator that merges bids from automated trading
agents with limit order data from real-world financial exchanges.
This project inspired several bidding strategies, including three ap-
proaches explored by Sherstov and Stone [23]. One was based on a
very simple RL formulation. A second “trend-following” strategy
predicted prices based on a linear regression, placing purchase bids
for positive regression slopes and sell bids for negative ones, clos-
ing the position when the trend reversed. The third strategy, dubbed
“market-making”, also used linear regression to predict trends and
place bids, closing positions as soon as a small profit was achieved.

Park et al. [16] propose a bidding heuristic based on a Markov
chain model of the auction process, computing state transition prob-
abilities and payoffs for discrete bid prices and picking the one pro-
viding the highest benefit. Their approach is similar in spirit to our
learning scheme, except that we explore a larger state space with
no obvious way to model transitions explicitly. He et al. [10] em-
ploy fuzzy logic to develop a heuristic strategy for the CDA, using
fuzzy rules and reasoning mechanisms in order to find the “best”
bid given a market state.

Other researchers employ simulations with automated strategies
with the purpose of evaluating global market properties. Farmer et
al. [5], for example, analyze the predictive power of a model con-
sisting of ZI agents, using data from the London Stock Exchange.
Agent models from the finance literature are also relevant to this re-
search. LeBaron [14] surveys agent-based models used in finance,
some of which include settings of autonomous agents that learn
thorough genetic algorithms.

The Trading Agent Competition, an international forum devoted
to trading research, organized a yearly tournament of a game called
TAC Travel between 2000 and 2006 [34]. Over time, tournament
participants explored different trading approaches for CDAs (among
other auctions included in the game), ranging from ad hoc hard-
coded strategies [7, 29] to machine learning methods [2, 24].

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1 CDA Game
The CDA game investigated in this research was inspired by

many previous works, including those surveyed in Table 1. Our
experimental setup was designed to calibrate as closely as possible
with prior studies (not completely possible given their heterogene-
ity), and is especially similar to that of Walsh et al. [33].

We consider a CDA game of 16 agents with fixed roles, half of
them buyers and half of them sellers of up to 10 units of a commod-
ity. Buyers are provided with unlimited access to cash, and sellers
are endowed 10 units of the commodity. The type of an agent is
defined by a list v1, . . . ,v10, where vi is the value obtained by a
buyer (or cost of a seller) trading the ith unit, assuming that buyers
(sellers) trade units by decreasing (increasing) value.

Papers Strategies Profilesa

Tesauro and Bredin [27] ZIP, GD, GDX D, B
Tesauro and Das [28] Kaplan, ZI, ZIP, GD, MGD H, D, B
Vytelingum et al. [30] Parameterized GDs A
Vytelingum et al. [32] ZI, ZIP, RB H, B
Walsh et al. [33] Kaplan, ZIP, GD A

Table 1: Some studies on automated CDA bidding strategies.
aA: all profiles; B: balanced group of two strategies; D: one agent deviating
from homogeneous population; H: homogeneous population.

Values vi are independent random integers drawn from a uni-
form distribution between vmin = 61 and vmax = 260, sorted after-
wards for trading purposes. By design, all strategies avoid trading
at a loss, and thus prices in the game are restricted to the range
[vmin,vmax]. The payoff received by a buyer trading x units at prices
pi is ∑x

i=1 vi− pi, and for a seller in that circumstance ∑x
i=1 pi−vi.

Agents trade units sequentially, one at a time, through a single-
unit CDA. The auction remains open for a trading period of 180
seconds, and agents revise bids asynchronously and continually,
with a one-second sleep time between bidding iterations. The clear-
ing price is determined by the earlier of the matched bids. Un-
matched bids are kept in the order book until replaced, or until the
end of the trading period. Some authors [3, 28] have imposed an
additional rule known in the literature as the “NYSE convention”,
requiring new bids to beat the current price quote in order to speed-
up convergence towards trading prices. We do not enforce any such
bid improvement rule.

Given that some strategies adapt online over time, conditioning
the agent behavior on experience from previous history, each trad-
ing period is replayed five times with identical roles, unit valua-
tions, and initial holdings (i.e., no trades). The mean payoff of these
five periods constitutes a single game instance (or experiment).
Note that the agents we evaluate differ significantly in the extent
to which they retain information across trading periods. Specif-
ically, Kaplan remembers extreme trade prices from the previous
period, ZIP maintains margins for each unit (initializes new mar-
gins randomly to request at least what they had requested in the
previous period), and GD and GDX maintain the extreme prices
and the state underlying their belief function. The remaining strate-
gies (ZI, ZIbtq, RB, AA, and all of our learned strategies) treat each
trading period independently.

4.2 Reductions
Given the prohibitive computational expense of exhaustive anal-

ysis, we employ several techniques for reducing the number of sim-
ulations required.

Exploiting Symmetry.
In a symmetric game, all agents have the same strategy set, and

the payoff for a strategy depends on the strategies employed by
the others, but not on who is playing which.1 By exploiting game
symmetry we decrease the number of distinct strategy profiles from
Sn to

(n+S−1
n

)
, given n players and S strategies. For n = 16 and S =

14 (the size of our ultimate CDA experiment), symmetry reduces
the profile space from over 1018 to about 68 million.

Hierarchical Reduction of Players.
Hierarchical reduction [36] restricts the number of agents play-

ing any strategy to a multiple of some fixed integer, coarsening the
profile space by reducing the degrees of strategic freedom. Assum-
1The CDA game distinguishes buyer and seller roles, but since the
behaviors and payoffs are mirrored we can still treat as symmetric.
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ing that payoffs are not too sensitive to unilateral strategy devia-
tions and vary smoothly with the quantity of agents playing them,
a reduced game can serve as a good approximation of its underly-
ing full game. We employ this reduction to transform the original
16-player into a 4-player CDA game, denoted by CDA↓4. For 14
strategies, the combined effect of symmetry and hierarchical reduc-
tion shrinks the space to 2380 profiles.

Variance Reduction.
The method of control variates [21] is a standard technique to

reduce variance in Monte Carlo simulation. The idea is to exploit
the correlation between agent type and payoff, adjusting payoffs
based on some measure of “luck”. Given an agent type, the method
calculates the expected payoff and subtracts it from sampled pay-
off, reducing variance while preserving the mean. To apply con-
trol variates, we estimate expected payoff by using a linear regres-
sion fitting sampled payoffs of a buyer as a function of normal-
ized unit valuations, vi−vmin (for sellers, the normalized valuations
are vmax− vi). The dataset used to calculate coefficients included
25,000 games picked randomly from profiles of strategies 1 to 6
(see Table 3), each game involving 80 points (one per agent and
trading period). All results reported here are based on this adjust-
ment, which resulted in a variance reduction of 62%.

4.3 Implementation
We implemented a CDA game simulator using AB3D, a config-

urable market game server [15]. Our distributed setup simulated
many games in parallel, using almost 200 Linux machines at the
University of Michigan. Each game runs on two separate machines,
one controlling the game and operating the auction, and another
running all 16 agents, each a separate process. Our learning infras-
tructure (Section 6) was also distributed, comprising on average 30
clients running the online learning algorithm and updating a cen-
tralized database in parallel.

5. METHODOLOGY
The basic approach to EGTA involves writing a game simula-

tor, generating candidate strategies, estimating an empirical payoff
matrix, and analyzing it using standard tools from game theory. In
order to generate candidate strategies, researchers often construct a
baseline policy informed by their domain knowledge, and explore
a strategy space defined by parametric variations on the baseline.
The key extension we introduce is to generate candidate strategies
for our CDA game automatically, through reinforcement learning.
We employ Q-learning, a classic model-free RL approach, which
is appropriate given our limited basis for modeling the dynamic
behavior of the CDA environment.

Our methodology consists of the following broad steps:

1. Implement a game simulator that returns payoffs as a function
of agent strategies, randomly chosen agent types, and other
sources of randomness intrinsic to the game. (Section 4)

2. Implement a set of candidate strategies S. (Section 3)
3. Estimate the empirical game via Monte Carlo sampling, by

running the simulator repeatedly. (Section 7.2)
4. Find a Nash equilibrium s∗. (Section 7.2)
5. Derive a new bidding strategy L using RL, applied in a context

where other agents play s∗. (Sections 6 and 7.1)
6. If L provides a positive deviation from s∗, add L to S, and

extend the empirical game by continuing with step 3. Other-
wise, if learning has converged and the RL model cannot be
improved further, the process ends.

Market

Problem
Randomness

Bidding

Strategies
Simulator

Empirical

Payoff Matrix

Nash

Equilibria

New RL

Strategy
Deviates?

Can

Improve RL

Model?
End

Online

Learning

In Out

Yes

No Yes

No

Figure 1: Interleaving EGTA and RL.

Steps 1 through 4 are part of the standard EGTA process [20].
Our extension adds steps 5 and 6, and repeats the cycle until con-
vergence. The entire process is summarized in Figure 1.

The central idea in our interleaved approach is to focus learning
effort on the contexts (i.e., configuration of other-agent strategies)
supported by equilibrium reasoning over the data collected thus far.
Given the large amount of training data required for effective RL
in this domain, it would not be practical to learn a best response to
any but a tiny fraction of other-agent strategy profiles. By focus-
ing on finding a deviation from s∗, we concentrate the training on
the most promising regions of profile space. By definition, a new
strategy that succeeds at deviating from s∗ will qualitatively change
the empirical game analysis, effectively producing a new equilib-
rium. By introduction of relevant strategies at successive EGTA-
RL iterations, we increase our confidence in the ultimate results of
analyzing the cumulative empirical game.

Throughout this work we utilize the standard notion of approxi-
mate equilibrium, measured by the regret value ε . A strategy pro-
file s constitutes an ε-equilibrium if no player could expect to gain
more than ε by deviating unilaterally from its strategy in s to any
feasible strategy [19]. The regret of a Nash equilibrium (NE) is
zero. There are numerous methods to compute Nash equilibrium
given a payoff matrix. Our choice is to employ replicator dynam-
ics [26], an evolutionary method that iteratively updates the pro-
portions of a population of pure strategies. When the process con-
verges, the result of replicator dynamics is a symmetric equilibrium
(in general, a mixed strategy with probabilities defined by the pro-
portions).

6. LEARNING FRAMEWORK

6.1 Reinforcement Learning Model
Reinforcement learning [25] is a machine learning technique that

aims to discover a policy that maximizes reward over time. In con-
trast to supervised learning, in which an agent is taught by exam-
ple, RL requires discovering what actions produce the best results
by trying them. In order to derive bidding strategies for the CDA,
we employ a variety of RL called Q-learning, and define our model
by a standard formulation of states, actions, and rewards.

State Space.
We consider the following candidate features to describe a state.

These features define the observable variables eligible for condi-
tioning actions.
H1 Normalized moving average p̄ of recent trade prices from all

agents. For buyers, H1 = p̄−vmin; for sellers, H1 = vmax− p̄.
H2 Probability weighted ratio of recent trade prices from all agents
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above and below a threshold d. For a seller,

H2 =

∫ vmax
d [1−F(p)]d p
∫ d

vmin
F(p)d p

,

where F(p) is the cumulative distribution of recent trade prices,
and d is the value of the next unit to be traded. Buyers use a
symmetric formula. This feature is similar to the Omega mea-
sure used in finance [13].

H3 Same as H2, but using the bid price as a threshold. This fea-
ture is actually a hybrid between a state and an action. It is
related to the belief function used by GD, as it embeds in a
state representation an implicit likelihood of trading, based on
recent price history.

Q1 Best outstanding bid by agents of the opposite role. For buy-
ers, Q1 = ASK−vmin; for sellers, Q1 = vmax−BID.

Q2 Best outstanding bid by agents of the same role. For buyers,
Q2 = BID−vmin; for sellers, Q2 = vmax−ASK.

T1 Total time elapsed this trading period.
T2 Time since the last trade.
U Number of units left to trade.
V Normalized value vi of the next unit to be traded. For buyers,

V = vi−vmin; for sellers, V = vmax−vi.

Actions.
An action A is defined as a positive offset from the value of the

next unit to be traded, which determines the bidding price.

Rewards.
Agents receive as immediate reward the surplus for each com-

pleted trade, that is, the difference between unit valuation and trad-
ing price. Terminal rewards are not needed in our CDA game.

6.2 Function Approximation with Tile-Coding
A Q function can be represented in tabular or implicit form.

Many RL applications (like our CDA scenario) involve continu-
ous features and high dimensionality, requiring function approxi-
mation. Several successful function approximators exist. Here we
use a (mostly) standard implementation of tile-coding [25], a com-
putationally efficient method that provides local generalization.
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Figure 2: Update proportions for two tilings encoding features
(A, B, C) = (.33, .48, .91), given bA = 2, bB = 1, and bC = 3.

We partition state and action features into tiles, and combine
them into one or many multidimensional tilings. The method main-
tains a weight on each tile, and the approximate Q-value of a state-
action pair is represented by the sum of the weights of the tiles, one
per tiling, in which it is contained. To generalize across multiple
dimensions (features), we define a parameter bi to denote general-
ization breadth, the farthest neighbor tile across dimension i that
gets updated. Given a training tuple, the method finds the con-
taining tile t (in each tiling), calculates the standard Q-learning up-
date, and adjusts the weight on t accordingly. Neighbors that are

di (di ≤ bi) tiles away from t across dimension i get a fraction of
such update equal to ∏F

i=1(1−
di

bi+1 ), assuming F features encoded
in the tiling. An example is provided in Figure 2. Note that mul-
tidimensional updates grow exponentially in the number of dimen-
sions, but are manageable in practice given small bis and relatively
few dimensions per tiling.

7. EXPERIMENTS

7.1 Learned Strategies
Even our small set of candidate features induces too many possi-

ble tiling arrangements to test them all.2 We tried combinations of
features based on our experience and some experimentation, over
14 learning iterations described in Table 2.

Strategy State Action

L1 Q(1,10)
1 Q(1,10)

2 T (1,8)
1 U(0,10) V (1,10) A(2,10)

L2 Q(1,10)
1 Q(1,10)

2 T (1,8)
1 U(0,10) V (1,10) A(2,10)

L3 Q(1,16)
1 Q(1,16)

2 T (1,8)
1 U(0,10) V (1,16) A(0,16)

L4 Q(1,16)
1 T (1,8)

1 U(0,10) V (1,16) A(0,16)

Q(1,16)
2 T (1,8)

1 U(0,10) V (1,16) A(0,16)

L5 Q(1,16)
1 T (1,8)

2 U(0,10) V (1,16) A(0,16)

L6 Q(1,16)
1 T (1,8)

2 U(0,10) V (1,16) A(0,16)

Q(1,16)
2 T (1,8)

2 U(0,10) V (1,16) A(0,16)

L7 H(1,16)
1 Q(1,10)

1 T (1,8)
2 U(0,10) V (1,8) A(0,16)

L8 H(1,16)
2 Q(1,10)

1 T (1,8)
2 U(0,10) V (1,8) A(0,16)

L9-L14 H(1,16)
3 Q(1,10)

1 T (1,8)
2 U(0,10) V (1,8) A(0,16)

Table 2: Features encoded into strategies L1–L14. Feature i
is denoted by i(bi,ri), for generalization breadth bi and ri tile
partitions. Strategies on multiple rows denote multiple tilings.

Strategy L1 was learned offline in two successive learning iter-
ations, each using a different training set. The first iteration used
games in which all agents played ZI. The second used games with
4 learning agents (derived from the first iteration) attempting to de-
viate from an all-ZI population. We always use a 4-agent deviation,
equivalent to one player in our reduction to CDA↓4.

All subsequent strategies, L2 to L14, were derived using on-
line Q-learning. A training set consisted of games in which 12
agents played according to an equilibrium mix, and four learn-
ing agents attempted to deviate. Consequently, the proportion of
training games in each profile was consistent with that mix. Train-
ing was conducted by repeatedly cycling over the experience col-
lected by all 16 agents during the last 250 games played, out of
7000 games. Each training tuple was used 1407 times, on average.
During the first 3000 games, learning agents explored new actions
with a 15% probability, using softmax action selection. Thereafter,
learning agents always picked the best action for 4000 additional
games. In all cases, the learning rate was fixed at .01, and the dis-
count factor at .99. The payoff of a learned strategy was evaluated
by playing all successive games with no further adaptation.

7.2 Interleaving EGTA and RL
We fully explored CDA↓4 by running our distributed testbed (al-

most continuously) for several months, sampling at least 100 games
per profile. The results of our experiments are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. Figure 3 shows the learning curves of strategies L9 to L14.
2Given 1 ≤ F ≤ 9 and one tiling, there are 29− 1 possible tiling
arrangements, and even more when considering multiple tilings or
all possible values of bi. The possibilities are infinite when consid-
ering all possible ways to split features into tiles.
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EGTA Learning

Strategies Equil. Mix Payoff Num. Strat. Dev.
Profiles Payoff

1. Kaplan
2. ZI
3. ZIbtq ZI 1.000 248.1 15 L1 268.7
4. L1 L1 1.000 242.5 35
5. ZIP ZIP 1.000 248.0 70
6. GD GD 1.000 248.6 126 L2 228.8

L3 225.0
L4 228.2
L5 233.0
L6 229.9
L7 237.0
L8 237.6
L9 251.8

7. L9 GD .531 246.1 210 L10 252.1L9 .469

8. L10 GD .191 248.0 330 L11 251.0L10 .809
9. L11 L11 1.000 246.2 495

10. GDX GDX .192 245.8 715 L12 248.3L11 .808

11. L12 L11 .049 245.8 1001 L13 245.9L12 .951

12. L13 L12 .872 245.6 1365 L14 245.6L13 .128

13. RB L12 .872 245.6 1820L13 .128

14. AA L12 .872 245.6 2380L13 .128

Table 3: Results obtained by interleaving EGTA with RL.

We first implemented Kaplan, ZI, and ZIbtq, and identified an
all-ZI Nash equilibrium. Our initial learned strategy, L1, produced
a positive deviation, and a new NE with all agents playing L1.
Then, we implemented stronger contenders, namely ZIP and GD,
and found a new NE with all agents playing GD. The following
attempts to deviate, from L2 to L8, were unsuccessful, until we
tried strategy L9 which did produce a positive deviation and a new
mixed-strategy NE with GD (.531) and L9 (.469). The next devi-
ation attempt, with strategy L10, was successful as well, and pro-
duced a new mixed-strategy NE with GD (.191) and L10 (.809).
Finally, L11 produced yet another deviation, and a pure-strategy
NE with all agents using L11.

We then tried an even stronger contender, GDX, which resulted
in a new equilibrium with GDX (.192) and L11 (.808). The next
two iterations produced deviations as well and new equilibria, first
L11 (.049) and L12 (.951), and then L12 (.872) and L13 (.128). The
next attempt to deviate with L14, however, failed, and equilibrium
remained the same. Lastly, we tried strategies RB and AA, which
did not change the equilibrium previously found. Our methodol-
ogy had converged into a new L12/L13 equilibrium, which did not
change with further learning, defeating all other strategies that we
tested. Further search for Nash equilibria via function minimization
revealed 16 mixtures with regret less than 0.01, all combinations of
L11 (0-11%), L12 (82-90%), and L13 (0-18%) only. Other RL en-
codings could possibly provide a better performance, but we leave
further exploration to follow-on investigations. It is interesting to
note the mostly decreasing margin of deviation achieved with every
iteration, from 20.6 points (L1), to 0.1 points (L13), and finally no
deviation (L14).

A desirable property of our methodology (or any other incremen-
tal discovery of strategies) is that new strategies provide a mono-
tonically decreasing regret (epsilon) with respect to the “true” equi-
librium (i.e., with respect to the entire strategy space). Of course,
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Figure 3: Learning curves of L9-L14 (4 agents attempting to
deviate from equilibrium), payoffs of 12 non-deviating agents,
and equilibrium payoffs from Table 3. Strategies L9-L12 re-
sulted in a clear deviation, L13 deviated only slightly, and L14
was unable to deviate. All curves show moving averages with a
window of 500 games. Games beyond 7000 show final perfor-
mance without further adaptation.
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Figure 4: Deviations from each incremental equilibrium shown
in Table 3 to strategies 1-13.

we cannot provide any such guarantee, nor compute that regret (if
we knew the theoretical equilibrium, then our methodology would
not be needed). One thing we can do, as shown in Figure 4, is iden-
tify retroactively the best possible deviation to any strategy tested
from each incremental equilibrium. The mostly decreasing curve
is encouraging in the sense that incremental refinements of equilib-
rium seem to be moving regret in the right direction. Note that, by
definition, the last point of the curve will always be zero.

7.3 Analysis of L12 and L13
Throughout this research, we treat learned strategies as “black

boxes” encoded in large tile-coding databases and defined by their
underlying RL models. To better understand these strategies, we
use regression trees to characterize their behavior as a function of
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observable features. We say that an action A1 (as defined in Sec-
tion 6.1) requests more margin than another A2 if it seeks a larger
immediate profit (i.e., A1−A2 > 0).

Our trees fit the differences between the actions of any two strate-
gies (response variable) as a function of observed state features
(predictors). We run 1,000 games (16,000 when considering all
agents) with everyone playing the equilibrium strategy consisting
of L12 (.872) and L13 (.128). For each game, we save the state and
actions that GDX and L12 would take at every bidding opportunity,
a total of 1.3e+06 state-action observations per strategy.

Our predictors include all state features described in Section 6.1
(except H3 which co-varies with the action), along with the follow-
ing additional features:
H1b For buyers, H1b = p̄−vi; for sellers, H1b = vi− p̄.
H0

2 Binary feature equal to 1 in case H2 = 0, or 0 otherwise.
H∞

2 Binary feature equal to 1 in case H2 = ∞, or 0 otherwise.
Q3 BID-ASK spread.
Y1 Binary feature equal to 1 if no bids have been submitted to the

auction (by any agent), 0 otherwise.
Y2 Binary feature equal to 1 if no trades have yet occurred, 0

otherwise.

To compare any two strategies, we use the observations from
500 games to build the largest possible tree t that splits nodes until
they are either pure (all observations provide the same response),
contain identical predictor values, or contain less than 250 observa-
tions. We then use the observations from the remaining 500 games
to compute the cost3 of all subtrees in the optimal pruning sequence
for t, and prune t to the smallest tree that is within one standard er-
ror of the minimum-cost subtree.

The comparison between L12 and GDX (actions by L12 minus
actions by GDX) is shown in Figure 5. Half of the splits are based
on H1b (nodes 3, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 23, 30, 36, 41),
showing that L12 requests relatively less margin for lower values
of H1b. Since a lower H1b is usually consistent with better prices,
these splits suggest that L12 tries to take advantage of good (price)
opportunities before GDX does. Consistently, splits on Q1 (nodes
2, 6, 20, 26, 27) and H1 (nodes 16, 22, 34) show that L12 requests
relatively less margin given better quote (lower Q1) and better trade
(lower H1) prices. The first split shows that L12 has a lower mar-
gin request when H2 = 0 (low probability of trading), and as time
passes (nodes 4, 5, 24). On average, L12 requests 5.2 fewer points
of margin than GDX.

Space considerations preclude other strategy comparisons here.
An extended version of this paper will include further comparisons.

8. DISCUSSION
We proposed a methodology for deriving bidding strategies, and

applied it to a widely known CDA game. The strategies that we
obtained supported a new mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium, sur-
passing in stability plausible versions of all other strategies pub-
lished to date. Our approach can be viewed as an attempt to auto-
mate the process of the prior literature in this domain (and others
as well), where a series of new strategy proposals (one per publi-
cation) is shown to improve over a selected set of prior candidates.
Although the result here also takes this form, we emphasize the
iterative process by which new ideas can subsequently be incor-
porated and improved upon. Previous efforts have also automated
strategy generation to some extent using genetic search methods
3The cost of a tree is defined as the probability weighted average
cost of all leaf nodes. The cost of a node is the mean squared error
of the observations in that node.
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Figure 5: Regression tree comparing strategies L12 and GDX.
Nodes display: (1) ID; (2) mean response difference; (3) stan-
dard deviation; (4) rule pointing to left child (choice nodes), or
percentage of observations covered (leaves).

[4, 17]. Our use of RL for this function can be viewed as just an
alternative optimization method, which we found effective for ex-
ploring a large non-parametric strategy space. Perhaps the more
crucial distinguishing feature of our work is the appeal to game-
theoretic reasoning to establish the context within which strategy
optimization takes place.

An important limitation of our approach is that, given a market
problem, it can be difficult to define a good RL model that actu-
ally works. Interesting games typically involve multiple agents in
partially observable, non-stationary, and high-dimensional environ-
ments, which makes the learning problem challenging. As docu-
mented in Table 3 (in particular row 6), our effort here entailed sig-
nificant trial-and-error. We provide no recipe for this issue beyond
relying on domain knowledge, creativity, and plenty of patience.
The RL models described here can serve as a good starting point,
especially for games involving double auctions.

Another challenge is the time required to sample a very large
payoff matrix, and search through a huge strategy space. Since
many critical tasks in our methodology can run in parallel, this
problem can be addressed reasonably well given sufficient time and
resources. Approximations and reductions also provide essential
help, while the iterative process of deviating from equilibrium fo-
cuses on limited but promising regions of the strategy space. Fur-
ther research on empirical game modeling and managing the search
process will enable yet more comprehensive strategic analysis of
rich multiagent scenarios.
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